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IntroductionIntroduction

In Geant4, the user has to specify which In Geant4, the user has to specify which 

particlesparticles,, processesprocesses, and , and production cutsproduction cuts..

This is a This is a mandatorymandatory andand criticalcritical useruser’’s task.s task.

This allows This allows customizationcustomization andand performanceperformance..

TransparencyTransparency andand modularitymodularity: e.g. the user: e.g. the user

can define and use new processes, withoutcan define and use new processes, without

knowing the kernel of Geant4knowing the kernel of Geant4..
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WhatWhat isis trackedtracked inin GGEANT4EANT4 ??

G4Track

G4ParticleDefinition

G4DynamicParticle

G4ProcessManager

• Propagated by the tracking,
• Snapshot of the particle state and location.

• Momentum

• The « particle type »:
§ G4Electron,
§ G4PionPlus…

• « Hangs » the
physics sensitivity;

• The physics
processes;

Process_2

Process_1

Process_3
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G4TrackG4Track

nn It is It is created by a processcreated by a process

nn It is tracked from its birth until either it It is tracked from its birth until either it exitsexits

the world volumethe world volume or it is or it is killedkilled::

•• by an interaction,by an interaction,

•• or because it comes to rest, and is stableor because it comes to rest, and is stable

•• or by a useror by a user’’s action;s action;

nn It is It is not persistentnot persistent: hits are usually saved.: hits are usually saved.
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Processes in Geant4Processes in Geant4

nn Processes describe  how particles interact with a Processes describe  how particles interact with a 
material or a volume;material or a volume;

nn G4VProcessG4VProcess :: abstract interfaceabstract interface toto

the physics processes; the physics processes; 

nn processes are associated to particles;processes are associated to particles;

nn transportationtransportation treated as a process;treated as a process;

nn tracking of particles is done in tracking of particles is done in stepssteps::

an unbiased procedure must decide the step length an unbiased procedure must decide the step length 
and what happens;and what happens;

nn in Geant4, in Geant4, processesprocesses andand tracking/geometrytracking/geometry areare
wellwell separatedseparated andand decoupleddecoupled..
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– PostStep:
• To describe ‘discrete’ interactions, in practice 

most of the processes.

ProcessProcess actionsactions

ThereThere areare threethree situations,situations, wherewhere <<trackingtracking>> maymay wantwant toto

askask informationinformation fromfrom <<processprocess>:>:

– AlongStep:
• To describe ‘continuous’ interactions,

occuring along the path of the particle,

like ionization and bremsstrahlung;

– AtRest:
• Decay, e+ annihilation, absorption at rest;

AlongStep

PostStep
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nn AA processprocess willwill implementimplement anyany combinationcombination ofof thethe

3 actions3 actions:: AtRestAtRest,, AlongStepAlongStep andand PostStepPostStep;;

EgEg:: decaydecay == AtRestAtRest ++ PostStepPostStep

nn EachEach actionaction definesdefines 22 methodsmethods::

– GetPhysicalInteractionLength():

Used to limit the step size:
– because the process « triggers » an interaction, a decay, geometry

boundary, a user’s limit …

– DoIt():

• Implements the actual action to be applied on the track;

• Typically final state generation.

TheThe 6 main 6 main methodsmethods ofof G4VprocessG4Vprocess
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G4VProcess & G4VProcess & 

G4ProcessManagerG4ProcessManager

nn In practice, In practice, thethe G4ProcessManagerG4ProcessManager hashas

33 listslists of actionsof actions::

nn One for One for thethe AtRestAtRest methodsmethods ofof thethe particleparticle;;

nn One for One for thethe AlongStepAlongStep onesones;;

nn AndAnd one for one for thethe PostStepPostStep actions.actions.

nn ThoseThose listslists are set up in are set up in thethe
PhysicsPhysics ListList andand thenthen usedused byby thethe
TrackingTracking..
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Stepping algorithmStepping algorithm

Processes have to Processes have to cooperatecooperate in theirin their

AlongStepAlongStep actions;actions; competecompete forfor PostStepPostStep

andand AtRestAtRest actions.actions.

1.1. Determine the Determine the step lengthstep length, as the , as the smallestsmallest

proposed lengthproposed length of all of all GPILGPILss of all processes of all processes 

associated with the G4Track;associated with the G4Track;

2.2. ApplyApply allall AlongStepDoItAlongStepDoIt()() actions;actions;

3.3. ApplyApply PostStepDoItPostStepDoIt()() of the process whoof the process who

won the race for the step length (and alsowon the race for the step length (and also

of special of special ““forcedforced”” actions);actions);

NB) For NB) For AtRestAtRest the step length is actually a the step length is actually a timetime..
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OrderingOrdering ofof thethe processesprocesses

nn OrderingOrdering ofof followingfollowing processesprocesses isis criticalcritical::

nn AssumingAssuming nn processesprocesses,, thethe orderingordering ofof thethe
AlongStepGetPhysicalInteractionLengthAlongStepGetPhysicalInteractionLength ofof thethe lastlast
processesprocesses shouldshould bebe::

[n[n--2]2] ……

[n[n--1] multiple 1] multiple scatteringscattering

[n] transportation[n] transportation

nn WhyWhy ??
nn ProcessesProcesses return a return a «« truetrue pathpath lengthlength »»;;

nn TheThe multiplemultiple scatteringscattering «« virtuallyvirtually foldsfolds upup »» thisthis
truetrue pathpath lengthlength intointo aa shortershorter «« geometricalgeometrical »»
pathpath lengthlength;;

nn BasedBased onon thisthis newnew lengthlength,, thethe transportationtransportation cancan
geometricallygeometrically limitslimits thethe stepstep..

nn ForFor otherother processesprocesses orderingordering doesdoes notnot mattermatter..

´
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How to create a new process?How to create a new process?

nn Inherit from one of the following 7 classes:Inherit from one of the following 7 classes:

ContinuousProcessContinuousProcess,, ContinuousDiscreteProcessContinuousDiscreteProcess,, DiscreteProcessDiscreteProcess,,
RestContinuousDiscreteProcessRestContinuousDiscreteProcess,, RestContinuousProcessRestContinuousProcess,,
RestDiscreteProcessRestDiscreteProcess,, RestProcessRestProcess

nn Implement the crossImplement the cross--section of the processsection of the process

in:in: GetPhysicalInteractionLengthGetPhysicalInteractionLength

nn Implement the finalImplement the final--state of the process state of the process 

in:in: DoItDoIt . Get familiar with classes: . Get familiar with classes: 

G4StepG4Step andand G4VParticleChangeG4VParticleChange..

nn Learn by looking at some of Geant4 processes (but Learn by looking at some of Geant4 processes (but 
not G4MultipleScattering not G4MultipleScattering andand G4TransportationG4Transportation::
they are special!).they are special!).
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The Production CutsThe Production Cuts

nn In Geant4 there is In Geant4 there is no tracking cutno tracking cut:: particles are particles are 
tracked down to a zero range/tracked down to a zero range/EkinEkin..

nn Only production cutsOnly production cuts exist, i.e. cuts allowing a particle exist, i.e. cuts allowing a particle 
to be born or not.to be born or not.

nn Why are production cuts needed?Why are production cuts needed?

Two electromagnetic processes, Two electromagnetic processes, dd--raysrays

productionproduction andand bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung, have an, have an

infrared divergence; in practice, below the production infrared divergence; in practice, below the production 
cut, these processes are treated as cut, these processes are treated as continuous effectcontinuous effect
((AlongStepAlongStep action).action).

nn For other processes (and particles), production cuts For other processes (and particles), production cuts 
can be an option to can be an option to speedspeed--up the simulationup the simulation..
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Range vs. Energy production cutsRange vs. Energy production cuts

nn In Geant4, users specify production cuts In Geant4, users specify production cuts 

in rangein range, and then internally this is converted into , and then internally this is converted into 
kinetic energykinetic energy..

nn The production of a secondary particle is relevant The production of a secondary particle is relevant 
if it can be if it can be ““visiblevisible”” in the detector: range cut in the detector: range cut 
allows to easily define such visibility.allows to easily define such visibility.

nn A cut of the same energy would lead to very A cut of the same energy would lead to very 
different ranges: for the same particle type, different ranges: for the same particle type, 
depending on the material; for the same material, depending on the material; for the same material, 
depending on particle type.depending on particle type.

nn Different range cuts can be chosen per Different range cuts can be chosen per regionregion..
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G4UserLimitG4UserLimit

This class allows to define the following   limits This class allows to define the following   limits 
(in a given G4LogicalVolume):(in a given G4LogicalVolume):

nn Maximum step sizeMaximum step size;;

nn Maximum track lengthMaximum track length;;

nn Maximum track timeMaximum track time;;

nn Minimum kinetic energyMinimum kinetic energy (tracking cut).(tracking cut).

The user can inherit from G4UserLimit, or can The user can inherit from G4UserLimit, or can 
instantiate the default implementation.instantiate the default implementation.

These limits are unphysical These limits are unphysical ““trickstricks”” that can that can 
improve either the CPU performance of the improve either the CPU performance of the 
simulation, or (in the case of the maximum step simulation, or (in the case of the maximum step 
only) the precision of the simulation.only) the precision of the simulation.
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ElectromagneticElectromagnetic

PhysicsPhysics
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Electromagnetic Physics in G4Electromagnetic Physics in G4

nn The projectile is assumed to have a kinetic energy between The projectile is assumed to have a kinetic energy between 11
keVkeV andand 100100 GeVGeV

(this is the (this is the Standard EMStandard EM: there is a low: there is a low--energy extension, energy extension, 
down to down to 250250 eVeV, and a high, and a high--energy ones, especially for energy ones, especially for 
muonsmuons, up to , up to several hundred several hundred GeVGeV););

nn The atomic electrons are The atomic electrons are quasiquasi--freefree: their binding energy is : their binding energy is 
neglected (except for the photoelectric effect);neglected (except for the photoelectric effect);

nn The atomic The atomic nucleus is fixednucleus is fixed: the recoil momentum is : the recoil momentum is 
neglected;neglected;

nn The matter is described as The matter is described as homogeneoushomogeneous,, isotropicisotropic,,
amorphousamorphous..

nn Single interactions are precisely described by Single interactions are precisely described by QEDQED, but there , but there 
areare mediummedium--effectseffects that complicate thingsthat complicate things……

nn It must be It must be very CPU very CPU performantperformant!!
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EM processesEM processes
Common to all charged particles:Common to all charged particles:

nn IonizationIonization

nn Coulomb scattering from nucleiCoulomb scattering from nuclei

nn ScintillationScintillation

nn CerenkovCerenkov effecteffect

nn Transition radiationTransition radiation

Electrons and Positrons:Electrons and Positrons:
nn BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

nn e+ annihilatione+ annihilation

MuonsMuons
nn e+/ee+/e-- pair productionpair production

nn BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung

nn Nuclear interactionNuclear interaction
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EM processes (cont.)EM processes (cont.)
Photons:Photons:

nn gg conversionconversion

nn Compton (incoherent) scatteringCompton (incoherent) scattering

nn PhotoPhoto--electric effectelectric effect

Optical photons:Optical photons:
nn RayleighRayleigh (coherent) scattering(coherent) scattering

nn Reflection and refractionReflection and refraction

nn AbsorptionAbsorption

NB) Clear distinction between NB) Clear distinction between G4GammaG4Gamma andand G4OpticalPhotonG4OpticalPhoton

((ll >> atomic scale) for CPU performance reasons.>> atomic scale) for CPU performance reasons.

There are also other processes:There are also other processes:
nn Synchrotron radiationSynchrotron radiation

nn FluorescenceFluorescence

nn Auger effectAuger effect

nn GammaGamma--nuclear, electronnuclear, electron--nuclearnuclear

And also And also weak physicsweak physics processes:processes: mm-- capturecapture


